
It was a sunny morning, and my family was going out to breakfast. 

There was a steady ______________ of people walking into the 

restaurant, so we thought it would be a long wait. To our 

______________, it was a ______________ surprise when we were seated 

after a ______________ five-minute wait. 

We sat down to ______________ at our menus and decide what we 

wanted. Our waiter was ______________ as he said good morning and 

took our orders. When our food came, I asked politely for some 

______________ jam to ______________ on my toast. He brought some 

over and said to my parents, “Wow, your children ______________ so 

nicely!” Just then, I dropped some jam on my shirt. I was so 

______________! The waiter just ______________, and my mom took 

some water to ______________ it out. The food was delicious!

Read the paragraphs and fill in the missing words from the word list.

spread

behave

stare

stream

peach

relief

brief

rinse embarrassed

laughedcheerful
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It was a sunny morning, and my family was going out to breakfast. 

There was a steady stream of people walking into the restaurant, so 

we thought it would be a long wait. To our relief, it was a pleasant 

surprise when we were seated after a brief five-minute wait. 

We sat down to stare at our menus and decide what we wanted. Our 

waiter was cheerful as he said good morning and took our orders. 

When our food came, I asked politely for some peach jam to spread 

on my toast. He brought some over and said to my parents, “Wow, 

your children behave so nicely!” Just then, I dropped some jam on 

my shirt. I was so embarrassed! The waiter just laughed, and my mom 

took some water to rinse it out. The food was delicious!

Answers:

spread

behave

stare

stream

peach

relief

brief

rinse embarrassed

laughedcheerful
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